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Abstract
Over the years Internet marketing has become the primary tool for marketers to deliver information to consumers. It includes a mix of methods (m-marketing, social networks, viral marketing etc.) to create awareness for the company’s brand, products and services. This paper, in particular addresses the on-line viral marketing method. In particular it provides a theoretical framework involving elements and actors important for the planning of an on-line viral marketing campaign. The framework presents four different phases of the analysis. The first phase involves the analysis of the company, its business context and the knowledge of the type of on-line viral marketing campaigns already done (both internal and external). In the second phase objectives and target are defined. On considering the third phase this includes the message creation and the selection of useful tools to use. Finally in the last phase the implementation of the on-line viral marketing campaign is carried out. Each of these phases is characterised by different actors involved in the different processes.
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1. Introduction
Marketing is “the process which creates, communicates, delivers the value to the consumers, and maintains the relationship with consumers. It generates the strategy that underlies sales techniques, business communication, and business developments. It is an integrated process through which companies build strong consumers relationships and create value for their consumers and for themselves” (Kotler et al., 2010).

The marketing process involves the set of activities, institutions and processes for communicating, creating delivering and exchanging products/services that have value both for companies and consumers. It is one of the most important components that companies needs to address with careful attention and proactive thoughts in order to satisfy their business goals.

The advent of the Web had significant impact on the way marketers do their strategies; it provided opportunities for companies to enhance their business in a cost-effective and practical manner. The Web is used by marketers to: (i) quickly distribute products (ii) reach new markets (iii) conduct marketing researches (iv) serve consumers better (v) solve consumers’ problems and (vi) communicate more efficiently with marketing partners. This evolution of marketing is called “Internet marketing”. Internet marketing has been defined as “the process of building and maintaining consumers” relationships through online activities to facilitate the exchange of ideas, products, and services that satisfy the goals of both buyer and seller” (Ngai, 2003). This definition highlights the relationship building capabilities of the Internet as a marketing channel.

The widespread advent of the Internet marketing stimulated the viral marketing methods, implementing actions and strategies by self-replicating viral processes applied to on-line marketing services.

The term “viral marketing” becomes a powerful internet buzz word only in 1998, but it was pre-existing. Even if the viral marketing has grown rapidly since then, different studies still presents various definition of the term. Phelps et al. (2004) define viral marketing as “the process of encouraging honest communication among consumer networks”. De Bruyn and Lilien (2004) state that viral marketing is “consumer-to-consumer (or peer-to-peer) communication, as opposed to company-to-consumer communications, to disseminate information about a product or a service, hence leading to its rapid and cost-effective market adoption”. Kiss and Bichler (2008) define viral marketing as “marketing techniques that use social networks to produce increases in brand
awareness through self-replicating viral diffusion of messages, analogous to the spread of pathological and computer viruses”. This definition contains elements that characterize “viral” aspect that are both communicative and technological. On considering the communicative issue, the marketing message to become viral will reach the target of potential consumers by transforming them in active agents that involve other people by sharing the message. With respect to the technological prospective it is necessary to have flexible, easily accessible, highly integrated technologies that allow a quickly sharing of messages. The most significant benefit of viral marketing is that it allows consumers to pass along a marketing message in an easy manner by spreading it like a biological virus. The process of the viral marketing is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The viral marketing process

A consumer invites other consumers to visualize the viral message and also the products/services it illustrates; if consumers accept, they will perform the same action of the initial consumer by spreading the message to others consumers. This aspect represents an important advantage for companies to increase their sales and brand awareness or generate long-time consumer’s dialogue. So it is very important for companies that want to spread their business among the target audience to plan a good on-line virtual marketing campaign. The on-line viral marketing campaign planning today presents a limited amount of literature; only a little is known about the nature, elements and dimension of viral marketing planning process (Cruz & Fill, 2008).

Starting from these considerations, the aim of this paper is to add the existing literature by exploring in detail the process of the on-line viral marketing campaign planning. In particular the paper provides a theoretical framework that involves the elements and actors that contribute to the planning of an on-line viral marketing campaign. The framework presents four different phases of the analysis. The first phase involves the analysis of the company, its business context and the knowledge of the type of on-line viral marketing campaigns already done internal and external. In the second phase objectives and target are defined. On considering the third phase this includes the message creation and the selection of tolls to use. Finally in the last phase the implementation of the on-line viral marketing campaign is carried out. Each of these phases is characterised by different actors involved in the different processes.

The paper is structured as follow. Section 2 provides a literature review on viral marketing. Section three introduces the framework by describing its phases. Section four concludes the paper.

2. Method

In order to provide the theoretical framework, the basic methodology that is applied in the paper is the literature review. In particular different aspects of viral marketing and word-of-mouth (WOM) are considered for the analysis. Viral marketing is “a broad array of online WOM strategies designed to encourage both online and peer-to-peer communication about a brand, product or service”. (Golan & Zaidner, 2008). The principle behind this form of marketing it is that of the word-of-mouth (the passing of information from person to person by oral communication). Word-of-mouth (WOM) is an essential component of public relationships, no matter what media are used (speech, text, photo, video etc.) any form of communication and information can be shared. In the marketing sector WOM communications are defined as “informal communications directed at other consumers about the ownership, usage, or characteristics of particular goods and services and/or their sellers” (Westbrook, 1987). According to the WOM Marketing Association (WOMMA), (http://womma.org/main/) WOM marketing “is giving people reasons to talk about companies, brands, products and services, and making it easier for those conversations to take place. It is a strategy where brands leverage both consumer-to-consumer and marketer-to-consumer interactions in the context of a marketing objective”. Many are the studies that analyse the implications that WOM has on marketing process. Arndt (1967) was one of the first authors to
analyse the influence of WOM on consumer behavior. He defines WOM as “oral, person-to-person communication between a receiver and a communicator whom the receiver perceives as non-commercial, regarding a brand, product or service”. This definition is consistent with more recent studies about WOM marketing (Gruen et al., 2006; Wangenheim & Bayón, 2007). Recent studies analyse the effect of consumers’ satisfaction on WOM marketing (Brown et al., 2005; Söderlund, 2006). According to Ranaweera and Prabhu (2003) “the level of consumers’ satisfaction has an influence on two purchase behaviors, namely, repurchase intentions and WOM”. Others studies investigate the influence of loyalty on WOM (Macintosh, 2007; Sichtmann, 2007).

The advent of the Web has changed the concept of WOM, so much so that the term “viral marketing” was coined by Steve Jurvetson in 1997 to describe hotmail’s practice to append for advertising.

Today viral marketing represents a multi-disciplinary topic; many are the disciplines that analyse its advantages and limitation such as: sociology, psychology and economy.

The sociology perspective analyses the development, organization and classification of viral marketing strategies. The focus is the main platforms of the viral marketing, represented by the social media on the Internet, where people interact and exchange information like in face-to-face interactions. The only difference between face-to-face interactions and that on the Internet is that on the web the speed of information is much faster so a large number of people can be reached in a short amount of time. This represents the most significant benefit of viral marketing because allows companies to multiply the brand’s popularity through consumers who spread the message. However to achieve this aim it is important that on-line viral marketing campaigns generate conversation; “viral campaign that does not encourage consumers’ identification or dialogue it is simply a digital form of mass-marketing” (Ferguson, 2008).

On considering the psychology point of view, Subramani and Rajagopalan (2003) argue that “different types of viral marketing initiatives create different psychological effects to the recipients”. These effects can also be observed from people’s intention to share information that contributes to viral marketing’s benefits in creating WOM effect (Smith et al., 2007).

According to the economic perspective, another reason that contributes to the viral marketing’s popularity is “it’s low-cost and high-availability, along with high supply and even higher demand (the number of people who received information from social media either directly or indirectly)” (Smith et al., 2007).

Despite the main advantages, viral marketing also presents limitations related to: technical problems or poor technological implementation (Bernoff & Li, 2008); lack of control over message and reach (Kirby, 2006), legal issues dealing with privacy and harassment (Chaffey, 2006); lack of measurement (Cruz & Fill, 2008) and uncharted growth in unexpected areas (Krishnamurthy, 2000). According to Gabrielson et al. (2008) many of these limitations could be minimized if companies would do proper on-line viral marketing campaign planning. However despite the importance of the proper on-line viral marketing campaign planning, today this topic presents a limited amounts of literature; only a little is known about the nature, elements and dimension of the on-line viral marketing campaign planning (Cruz & Fill, 2008). This aspect is better illustrated in the following section.

3. Results

The results of the literature review highlight limited amounts of information and studies on viral marketing campaign planning (Cruz & Fill, 2008). Starting from these considerations, the aim of this paper is to improve the existing literature by exploring in detail the process of the on-line viral marketing campaign planning. To do this a theoretical framework that involves the elements and actors that contribute to the planning of an on-line viral marketing campaign is provided and described in detail.

An on-line viral marketing campaign is the starting point for companies to develop marketing communication strategies and spread their business among the target audience. It offers companies a wealth of information that, if correctly applied, can ensure the company success. In this section an integrated framework for on-line viral marketing campaign planning is provided. The framework (shown in Figure 2) includes the following phases:

- phase 1: company, business context and virtual campaigns already done are analysed;
- phase 2: objects and target are defined;
- phase 3: message is created and tools are selected;
- phase 4: the on-line viral marketing campaign is implemented.
3.1 Phase 1

The first phase of the framework has an important impact on the design and development of the on-line viral marketing campaign. According to Gabrielsson et al. (2008) “a viral campaign should begin with an analysis of the company and its business context” that includes both internal factors, such as products, internal strategy and resources of the company and external factors, such as competitors, market prospective, consumer needs and brand positioning. The analysis of product(s) currently offered by company includes a description of (i) main products features and benefits (ii) pricing used at all distribution levels (from distributors to final users) (iii) how products are made accessible to final users (iv) promotional programs and advertising strategies (v) support offered to final users. On considering the internal strategies of the company these indicate the direction of the company over the long-term. These represent potential advantages for the company to meet the needs of markets and to fulfil stakeholder expectations. Internal strategies exist at several levels in any company; there are: (i)
strategies at corporate level that are concerned with the overall scope of the marketers to meet stakeholder expectations (ii) business unit strategies that analyses how the company competes in a particular market (iii) operational strategies that indicate how each part of the company is organised to deliver the corporate and marketing-unit level strategic direction.

The analysis of products and internal strategies are influenced by resources that are at the disposal of the company. The resources that normally depend upon the particular company’s business performance can be acquired by various business activities. The analysis of internal factors allows marketers to define the financial plan that establishes if the company’s idea is viable or not so it is a key component in determining if the on-line viral marketing campaign is going to be able to attract any investment in the company marketing idea.

Basically, the financial plan consists of three-steps that help companies to look at where they financially are and where they want to be. These steps are the following:

- collection of financial data - such as details on companies income and expenses, debt level, commitments, etc.;
- identification of companies goals and objectives;
- identification of any financial problems.

To evaluate the feasibility of the on-line viral marketing campaign, companies have to consider also external factors (business context analysis). Firstly companies must analyse how they can cope with competitors in particular on considering:

- how often competitors improve or replace their products/services?
- what is their market share?
- how they promote their products/services?
- how widely do they advertise their products/services?
- what is their reputation among consumers?

3.2 Phase 2

The second phase of the framework involves the definition of the objectives and the selection of the target. The objectives setting is one of the most important parts of the whole framework because the objectives influence the existence of the on-line viral marketing campaign, from planning to evaluation. For setting objectives one of the only existing models specifically created for the on-line viral marketing campaign is that introduced by Cruz and Fill (2008). The model involves three categories of objectives: cognitive (evaluated in terms of reach and awareness), behavioral (evaluated in terms of hits or downloads) and financial (evaluated in terms of brand building). Hollensen (2007) defines “reach” as a potential campaign objective by and while mention increased awareness and interest, which could be also categorized as reach objectives. Keller and Berry (2003) suggest that “increased brand awareness comes with three main advantages: the ability to influence consumer learning, consideration, and choice”. While the concept of brand building as a campaign objective is carried out by Leppäniemi and Karjaluoto (2008), in regard to mobile on-line viral marketing campaigns. Once defined the objectives, targeting the right people is a crucial element in on-line viral campaign planning in fact “a well-targeted on-line viral marketing campaign is more likely to generate a positive response in the recipient” (Dobele et al., 2007). There are two different possibilities for company: to target a niche audience or to target the masses (Cruz & Fill, 2008). Consumers can be classifying according to the following classes:
The profile class involves demographic, life-stage and geographic characteristics. In particular demographic characteristics concern sex, age, occupation, social class, level of education which determines a potential buyer’s ability to purchase products/services. Life-stage is based on the principle that people need different products/services at different stages in their lives (e.g. childhood, adulthood) while the different geographic define the needs of potential consumers; this may be due to climate, tradition, custom etc. The psychological class involves lifestyles and benefits sought characteristics. The lifestyle characteristic refers to consumers’ interests, activities and opinions that affect their buying behaviour and decision-making processes. While the benefits sought characteristics derive from the analysis of the motivations that lead consumers to sale particular products/services. The behavioural class includes the purchase/transaction, product usage and media usage characteristics. The purchase/transaction characteristic allows analysing who buys what, when, how often, how much they spend, and through what transactional channel they purchase while the product usage refers to data on usage frequency, time of usage, and usage situations of particular products/services.

3.3 Phase 3

The third phase of the framework includes the creation of the message and the selection of tools to use. Keeping the overall marketing objectives in mind, the message is created for the chosen target group. Many are the attributes that the message has to contain in order to rapidly spread among the target audience. According to (Lindgreen & Vanhamme, 2005) it should contain various emotional appeals, such as humor and surprise; emotional appeals tend to influence forwarding behaviour. Another interesting aspect of message creation is the brand visibility: “if the campaign is overtly branded, consumers may find it off-putting, but if it is too subtle, the company may not get much credit for the on-line viral marketing campaign” (Chaffey, 2006). At this point, after the message has been created, it is important to select the right tools. The selection of tools is based on consumer needs (Rappaport, 2007) and usability (Lindgreen & Vanhamme, 2005). One of the most popular examples of a successful on-line viral marketing campaign is those that use email services like Hotmail that allow to send e-mails in large numbers to a huge population. Another best ways of doing viral marketing for company is by writing content and publishing it on their own or others web site. Also newsletters can be publishing. If newsletters have information that interest consumer who subscribe to it, there are higher chances that they will forward this also to consumers within social networks. It is also possible to make use of e-books that can help generate a huge number of visitors to their own web site. E-books can be easily created by company than can sell them with resale rights. The person who purchases the resale right for the e-book will then sell it to another person and this person will, again, sell to another. Traditional tools like forum and blogs are also used because allow their members to be a part of a group that shares something in common. Marketing through videos is another import tool that has gained immense popularity. The emergence of sites like Google Videos and YouTube has made it fairly simple to post these videos online. Quite similar to viral videos are the viral Audio that offers the possibility to record voice and send it over to as many people as possible. Also viral scripts are used that are software program codes placed on website that allow users who visit the web site to email something or an entire webpage to a whole lot of their friends. These tolls are results of the Web 2.0. development like social bookmarking, a toll fairly easy to use: a user of this system only saves the links to certain webpage’s, which he/she wishes to remember or share with others. Many are companies that use these methods together with products offline tools. This represents a great way to increase the brand awareness. This technique can also be very successful because of the fact that not the whole of the targeted population of the consumers is expected to be online everyday and even if they are online not all of them really care.

3.4 Phase 4

Finally the last phase of the framework includes the testing, realising and seeding of the on-line viral marketing campaign. Before the on-line viral marketing campaign can be fully implemented a campaign testing is recommended (Spencer & Giles, 2000; Lindgreen & Vanhamme, 2005; Gabrielsson et al., 2008). Spencer and Giles (2000) suggest that all on-line viral marketing campaign should be tested with a “micro” target in order to cover target expectations, consumer’s likes and dislikes, reactions to the planned offer etc. After the campaign was tested, it is released and seeded. Hollensen (2007) defines the seeding process as “the act of planting the campaign with the initial group who will then go on to spread the campaign to others”. That seeding can happen, for instance, via online forums, social networks, email, but the mostly diffused are blogs. etc.. The company
benefits from the feedback it receives from the bloggers, allowing it to make any necessary changes before the on-line viral marketing campaign site becomes publicly available.

4. Discussion

The paper provides a theoretical framework that involves the elements and actors that contribute to the planning of an on-line viral marketing campaign. The motivation for the provided framework comes from a research gap in the existing literature with respect to the process of on-line viral marketing campaign planning. The provided framework presents four different phases of the analysis.

The first phase involves the analysis internal factors, (such as products, internal strategy and resources of the company) and external factors (competitors, market prospective, consumer needs and brand positioning). The analysis of internal factors allows marketers to define the financial plan that allows to establish if the companies idea is viable or not, and it is a key component in determining if the on-line viral marketing campaign is going to be able to attract any investment in the company marketing idea. While the analysis of external factors allows to evaluate the feasibility of the on-line viral marketing campaign. An important role is also assigned to the analysis of on-line viral marketing campaigns already done both internal (on considering examples of successfullness campaign) and external (on-line viral marketing campaign done by competitors to individuate what is feasible, and what the current trends are).

In the second phase of the framework objectives and target are defined. Objectives are classified in three categories according to the model proposed by Cruz and Fill (2008): cognitive (evaluated in terms of reach and awareness), behavioral (evaluated in terms of hits or downloads) and financial (evaluated in terms of brand building). Once defined the objectives, targeting the right people is a crucial element in on-line viral campaign planning. There are two different possibilities for company: to target a niche audience or to target the masses.

On considering the third phase this includes the message creation and the selection of tolls to use. Different studies in the literature suggest that many the attributes that the message has to contain in order to rapidly spread among the target audience are emotional appeals and brand visibility. While on considering the selection of tools this should be based on consumer needs and usability. Many are tolls that companies but also consumers can use to rapidly spread products information such as: e-mail services, writing content on web sites; newsletters, e-books, forums and blogs; viral videos, audio and scripts; social bookmarking and off-line tools.

Finally the last phase involves the implementation of the on-line viral marketing campaign that involves the testing, realising and seeding of the on-line viral marketing campaign. Before the on-line viral marketing campaign can be fully implemented a campaign testing is recommended. After the campaign was tested, it is released and seeded. That seeding can happen, for instance, via online forums, social networks, email, but the mostly diffused are blogs. etc..

The framework only considers the planning process of the on-line viral marketing campaign. Future works will address the extension of the framework also to the on-line viral marketing campaign evaluation. In particular, to model the process of adoption of products/services viral diffusion models such as threshold model (Granovetter, 1978) and cascade model (Goldenberg et al., 2001) will be applied. As for the planning process, also the measurement and evaluation processes of the on-line viral marketing campaign present a limited amount of literature (Cruz & Fill, 2008). It is very important for companies that implement on-line viral marketing campaign to deliver visible results so the measurement and evaluation those results can be very challenging. The difficulty is that the lack of research around these topics makes difficult to determine which measures and evaluation methods can be favored by marketers. Even if online tracking tools made easy the measurement marketing campaign success, they are not sufficient to completely measure and evaluate on-line viral marketing campaigns.
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